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Peter Drucker

“If You Can’t Measure It, 
You Can’t Improve It”

The Practice of Management 
(1954)

“You Can’t Manage What 
You Can’t Measure”



The Evaluation Process

Measure 
Performance

Discover 
Weaknesses

Amend & 
Improve



Measuring Performance

¤To evaluate a program, you need a 
measure of performance
vWhat is typically measured?

$$



Basic Evaluation Metrics

¤Foundational events
vCrashes/Incidents 

v Injuries

vBreakdowns  

¤Typical evaluation metric
v Frequency



Frequency

Typical insurance loss run frequency chart.  Frequency tells 
you nothing without a normalizing/exposure factor.



Normalizing Frequency

Normalizing measures (collisions/incidents)

No. of 
Units

Fleet Mileage

Add 
Preventability



Samples – Collisions/incidents

No. of 
Units

Fleet 
Mileage

Frequency x 100
# 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠

Frequency x 1,000,000
𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑠

Example:
4 incidents; 100k miles 

4
100,000

= .00004
4 × 1,000,000
100,000

= 40



Normalizing Frequency
Normalizing measures (injuries)

# Workers

Payroll/Man 
Hours

Add 
Preventability



Samples – Injuries

Workers

Man 
Hours

Frequency x 100
# 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑒𝑒𝑠

Frequency x 200,000
# 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑎𝑛 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠

Example:
2 injuries; 80,000 man 
hours

2
80,000

= .000025

2 × 200,000
80,000

= 5



Normalizing Frequency

Normalizing measures (breakdowns)

No. of Trips

Fleet Mileage

Add 
Preventability



Samples – breakdowns

# Trips

Mileage

Frequency x 100
# 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑠

Frequency x 1,000,000
𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑒

Example:
2 breakdowns; 100k miles 2

100,000 = .00002
2 × 1,000,000
100,000

= 20



Evaluation = More than Frequency
¤Frequency analysis judges overall 

performance

¤Need to track and evaluate other available 
metrics to find detailed opportunities
v Where are the weaknesses?

v Where can we do better preparing drivers?

v Are there patterns?

Measure 
Performance

Discover 
Weaknesses Improve



Success Is In The Details

Generalized categories tell you nothing. Must have details!  ”Struck
object” could really have been while backing, so backing would
be the primary concern. “Struck parked car” could be while 
turning at Intersection, which should be primary concern.



Identifying Opportunities & 
Weaknesses

¤ Must have detailed and accurate collision/incident 
data
v Break incidents down and categorize: Comb for trends 

and outliers to identify areas where enhanced training 
may be necessary

¤ Data may provide actionable insight into your 
operations that can improve performance



Examples - Actionable Insight 

¤Data point: Day of incidents

Time-oriented safety reminders

¤Data point: Time of incidents

Trip schedule considerations

¤Data point: Time on task

Rest stop timing/trip schedule



Examples - Actionable Insight 

¤Data point: Driver tenure
Timing of refresher training or changes to 
initial training based on incident types



Incident & Cost Data Can Assist You 
Operationally

While you can’t control costs of claims, you can use cost data 
to assist operational decisions



Incident & Cost Data Can Assist You 
Operationally
¤Example - Driver hiring costs

Driver hiring costs 
really should 
include a likely 
average incident
costs within the
first 6 mos. - year



Incident & Cost Data Can Assist You 
Operationally
¤Example – Trips

vSpecific area frequency and pricing
Ø NYC – frequent claims? How much on average does 

claims costs? Is this priced into trips?

¤Example – Return on investment (ROI)
vUp-front technology costs vs identified savings

Ø Knowing average claim costs can help identify 
potential savings of certain incidents based on 
technology deployment 



If Nothing Else…

1. Normalize your frequency

2. Track performance

3. Set GOALS



Questions? Ideas to Share?

Matt Daecher

matt@safetyteam.com


